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Robin Sharma believes there are certain skills and attitudes that
allow you to rise to extraordinary success. In his powerful new

parable, he offers a story designed to help people from all walks of
life to achieve great things. Blake DiFranco is down on his luck,
trying to make ends meet. His job is unsatisfying, and he is

disenchanted with the world around him. One day, an enigmatic
family friend offers him a life-altering opportunity: spend a day

studying with a mysterious group of teachers and learn the secrets of
limitless success. Blake is sceptical, but something compels him to
take the opportunity seriously. The next morning, he embarks on a
journey to discover the true meaning of the LWT philosophy - Lead

Without a Title. He is ushered through the lessons of the four
teachers: Anna, a maid who shows him that every job can be done
with passion; Ty, a surfer who reminds him how important it is to
rise to the riskiest challenges; Jackson, a former CEO who shows
him the value of relationships; and Jet, a masseur who proves that
greatness begins within. Blake's world changes as the teachers make
him realize his own potential to achieve greater things than he'd ever



imagined. The book is packed with real-world lessons, catchy
aphorisms and inspiring exercises that will help any business person
realize extraordinary results. Sharma distils over fifteen years of
working with high-performers to deliver real-world strategies and
foster a winning mindset. Here are formulas that will build success
amidst times of deep change and will help readers to make positive

changes both at work and at home.
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